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The Business Innovation Challenge Action 

looks in more detail at the potential viability 

and profitability of innovations for the group 

or association. The same steps can also be 

followed for individual businesses.

Each person selects an innovation from the 

Visioning exercise that they think will be 

most profitable. It should also be achievable 

with existing resources or other resources 

that do not require extra project money. 

Participants sit together in groups depending 

on their chosen business activity. Steps 1-4 

can either be done individually in notebooks 

and then shared. Or shared in the group 

from the beginning as in the steps below. 

OverviewThe Business Innovation Challenge 
Action Tree:
• looks at the production, 
marketing and human resources 
challenges required for the group 
business innovation 
• identifies solution actions for 
the innovation to succeed
• makes a prelimiary assessment 
of viability and profitability.

A PRIZE IS GIVEN TO THE PERSON 
WITH THE MOST INNOVATIVE 
VIABLE IDEA in their chosen 
activity. But try and be different 
- you have to share your prize if 
other people have the same idea.
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1Trunk: About the Business Innovation
Trunk: Draw two black lines in the middle of the two pages. This represents the 

business innovation for the group or association. This would be either a a new type 

of activity altogether eg Internet Cafe or a product innovation in an existing business 

activity eg a new type of cake for a bakery. Or 

Target: At the top of the trunk draw a green target circle - like the target circle on 

your Vision Journey. Here participants draw symbols for the different types of possible 

innovation they have each identified in the brainstorming. Each participant comes up, 

explains and draws their innovation in red as their vision.

Current: At the bottom of the trunk draw a black circle - like the one on your 

Vision Journey. Here you put how the business is currently - how much profit, type of 

product. If you are setting up a new business, put an X in the circle. Draw in black.

Who will be owning,managing or otherwise involved in the 
business innovation?
How many people? How many will own? How many will manage? Draw these in 

black, with a different symbol for man and woman, and showing type of relationships 

eg by circles and/or linking arrows.
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2 Roots: what is needed? what are the 
challenges?
Draw the roots: On the flipchart a participant draws 4 black lines at the bottom 

of the trunk  to make 3 root spaces: the left root is for production challenges and 

costs - divide this one into a further 2 rootlets for working capital on the outside and 

fixed capital on the inside (working capital are frequent/regular inputs, fixed capital 

are things you get and then do not need to get again for at least a year). The righthand 

root is for marketing challenges and costs. The middle root is for human resource and 

relationship challenges.

Draw the challenges - (total 6 cards per root per participant)  
Each participant then draws in black the 3 main challenges the business currently 

faces (in black one on each card). They then think about 3 new challenges that might 

be involved in implementing their chosen innovation and draw these in green on 3 

new cards. Put on costs if possible. In the middle root they follow the same process 

for human resources and relationships - eg skills needed, challenges in the family or 

relatives asking for money, conflicts in the group over money etc. They follow the same 

process for marketing on the third root. 
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3 Branches: what are the solutions?
Draw the branches: On the flipchart a particpant comes draws 4 green lines at the 

top of the tree to make 3 spaces to correspond to the branches, and divide the production 

branch into fixed and working capital as before. Branches are green because they are a plan.

Which of the new challenges do you think you can address? 
(total 6 cards per branch per participant) 
Look at the roots - for which of your current challenges do you already have solutions? 

Could these also be applicable to the new challenges? If so then draw these in black on 3 

solution cards. For the new challenges you cannot address with existing solutions, think 

of new ways forward and draw these in green on 3 more cards. These ways forward should 

be SMART - specific, manageable, achievable, relevant and timebound. If the challenge is 

finance, then you need to put specific estimates - including interest rates etc. If the challenge 

is skills then exactly what skills and where can you get them - assuming there is very little 

project money.
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Having done the analysis of challenges and action solutions:

Reviewing the roots: Look back at the roots - are there challenges that were 

not addressed? Can you identify new viable solutions?

Is your innovation viable? Look at the branches - are the green fruits 

achievable within the funds available? 

Is your innovation profitable? Look at the calculations on the branches, 

what do you think might be a reasonable level of annual profit to expect from your 

innovation? Adjust the figure in the vision circle if necessary.

Take quite some time over this - if you cannot resolve the challenges from existing or 

attainable resources, then you need to think of new solutions. Or conclude that your 

innovation is not currently viable - and you unlikely to get the prize.

4 Assessment: Is your innovation profitable? 
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5 Who gets the prize?
If there are few economic activities and many participants, then the sharing and 

voting is best done first in the group. If there are many activities and not so many 

participants, then this step can be done in plenary from the start.

 Sharing: When people have drawn (or time is over) each participant comes up 

in turn to present their innovation idea, including their assessment of profit. 

People sitting at the back present first to increase the sense of inclusion. They 

explain their cards and place these on the roots and branches.

If people have the same challenge or action solution then they place the cards on 

top of each other.

Voting: When everyone has presented each person is given 5 votes to allocate as 

they wish eg they can give 5 votes to one thing, or 1 vote to 5 things. They need to 

think first is the innovation viable, then which is most profitable. But they cannot 

vote for their own innovation.

Prize-giving: The person or people with the most votes then presents their tree 

in plenary. They are given a prize.
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